
U16 Yearly Plan
*Movement to the New Ski
*Outside Ski Dominate/Matching Edge Angles
*Able to adjust size of Arc (Turn Shape)
*Pressure in Fall Line
*Upper Body Discipline
*Lower Leg Activation

30% Directed Free Skiing
20% Drills
35% Gates
15% Competition Simulation

Movement to the New Ski-the athlete should be able to move to the new
outside ski (on uphill edge) at the completion of the previous turn until the rise
line of the next turn.  This movement should be active and deliberate.

Outside Ski Dominate-The athlete should be able to demonstrate dominant ski
pressure on the outside ski throughout the turn, both skis should have matching
edge angles (not same amount of pressure).

Adjust size of Arc- The athlete should develop the ability to make carved turns
in various sizes (SL,GS,SG) with the proper pressure on the outside ski above
the apex.

Pressure in the Fall Line- The athlete should be able to demonstrate pressure
in the fall line, NOT against the fall line.

Upper Body Discipline- The athlete should be able to demonstrate that their
torso is independent of the lower body .Hips/Shoulders/Eyes/Arms should be
moving down the fall line in a controlled manner.

Lower Leg Activation- The athlete should be able to maintain tension in their
lower leg/ankle to maintain contact with the surface, which will also assist with
balance



December-Balance & Movement and Lower Leg Activation. The focus will be
ACTIVE skiing with the use of constraints and drills.

January -Movement, turn shape and pressure in the fall line will be a focus along
with racing.  Upper body discipline will be brought into the discussion.

February- The athlete will continue to develop the skills from the previous
months activities.  Fast transitions , pressure in the fall line and upper body
discipline will be a major focus. Preparation of State Championships.

March- The athlete will continue to work and demonstrate their skiing skills with
head to head racing and all mountain skiing.

SkillsQuest Drills for the Season
*Pole Jumpers in Tuck video
*Sideslip to straight run to sideslip video
*Hop turns video
*One Ski Skiing with lane changes video
*Freeski-Lane Changes video

https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471281001/phase-3-pole-jumper-in-a-tuck
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582457555001/phase-4-straight-run-to-side-slip-to-straight-run-to-sideslip
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471282001/phase-5-hop-turns
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471577001/phase-4-one-ski-lane-change
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582480006001/phase-3_free-skiing-w-lane-change

